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COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
 
This course offers an introductory, selective survey of political theory from ancient Athens to 
modern Europe and North America. We read works by a number of canonical political theorists, 
including Aeschylus, Plato, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Burke, the Mills, Marx, and DuBois. 
Throughout the course, we attend to the particular problems and crises these theorists addressed 
in their work—the rise and decline of Athens as an imperial democracy, the English Civil War, 
the French Revolution, the development of industrial capitalism, the persistence of white 
supremacy after slavery, and others—as well as the broader philosophical and political issues 
these works continue to pose to us now. Our approach is at once historical, textual, and 
conceptual, providing students with an understanding of political theory as a distinctive form of 
political inquiry. 
 
BOOKS TO PURCHASE: 
 
The following books are available for purchase at the Cornell Bookstore. Please use these 
specific editions in this course, and in print rather than ebook format, so that we can literally all 
be on the same page in our discussions. Additional material, marked with an “*” on the syllabus, 
will be available electronically on Blackboard. 
 
Aeschylus, Aeschylus II: Oresteia, trans. Lattimore (Chicago) 
Plato, Republic, trans. Grube and Reeve (Hackett) 
Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Curley (Hackett) 
Locke, Two Treatises of Government, ed. Laslett (Cambridge) 
Rousseau, Major Political Writings, ed. Scott (Chicago) 
Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, ed. Pocock (Hackett) 
Mill, The Basic Writings of John Stuart Mill, ed. Schneewind (Modern Library)  
Marx, The Communist Manifesto, ed. Stedman Jones (Penguin) 
DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk, ed. Gooding-Williams (Bedford) 



COURSE MECHANICS: 
 
This is an introductory lecture course accompanied by a weekly discussion section led by a TA. 
The reading will typically be 80–100 pages per week, though it may be more or less in specific 
weeks. Keep in mind that this reading can be dense, and that you will be expected to read 
closely: being able to “summarize the main point” is not the point, so start reading early and 
leave time to re-read. Questions to guide your reading will be posted on Blackboard. 
 
Attendance and participation. Students must attend lectures as well as discussion sections. You 
should bring the texts to lecture and to discussion section, and come to section prepared to 
participate constructively in discussion of the week’s reading and the issues it raises. Attendance 
and participation will constitute 20% of your grade for the course; moreover, if you have a 
failing grade for attendance and participation, you will receive a failing grade for the course. 
 
Papers and exams. There is no midterm and no final. There will be two or three unannounced, 
short, in-class quizzes that will be worth a total of 5% of your grade. There will be three papers 
(1750–2000 words, or approximately 6–7 pages) over the course of the semester, each of which 
will be worth 25% of your grade; you will receive the topics for these papers at least a week 
before the due date. Since we are reading texts whose meaning is not necessarily obvious on a 
first or casual reading, the papers must not merely restate or summarize what the authors say; 
instead, they must present an interpretive argument: in response to an assigned question, which 
will pose a puzzle or problem in understanding one or more of our texts, papers should give an 
account of the meaning of the text or texts that is supported with evidence and by inference. 
 
LATE PAPER POLICY: 
 
Except in documentable cases of illness or emergency, late papers will be penalized 1/3 of a 
letter grade per day, e.g. an A- paper one day late becomes a B+.  However, each student may, at 
their discretion, take a 24-hour extension for one of the three papers, no questions asked. Simply 
indicate that you’re doing so on the title page of your paper when you submit it. 
 
ELECTRONIC DEVICE POLICY: 
 
Although you are permitted to use laptops to take notes in lecture, I strongly recommend that you 
do not do so, as recent research suggests that taking notes by hand rather than on screen is more 
effective for you and, importantly, less distracting to those around you. If you do use a laptop in 
lecture, you may not use it for anything other than taking notes; please disable your wireless if 
you can’t resist. I reserve the right to ban laptop use outright in the middle of the term if this 
privilege is abused! Cell phone use is not permitted in class; please keep your phone fully 
silenced (not merely on vibrate) and in your bag or pocket during lecture and section.  
 
PLAGIARISM AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: 
 
Knowingly representing the work of others as one’s own is plagiarism and a violation of 
Cornell’s Code of Academic Integrity; suspected violations will be subject to disciplinary 
review. If you use the words of others, or if you have drawn on other sources in preparing your 



work, you must cite your sources clearly and completely. If you have questions about this or 
about other aspects of Cornell’s Code, consult The Essential Guide to Academic Integrity at 
Cornell (available at https://theuniversityfaculty.cornell.edu/academic-integrity/). 
 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE OF ASSIGNMENTS AND LECTURES: 
 
WEEK 1: Introduction: What is political theory?  [for readings see Blackboard under “Content”]  
 

*Aristotle, Politics (brief selections) 
*Max Weber, “Politics as a Vocation” (brief selections) 
*Carol Hanisch, “The Personal is Political” (brief selections) 

 
Wednesday, January 23: What is “politics”? What is “theory”? 

 
WEEK 2: Origin stories: Athens 
 

Aeschylus, “The Eumenides,” in Aeschylus II: Oresteia, pp. 123–162. 
 
Monday, January 28: The classical Athenian democracy 
Wednesday, January 30: Athena and the Furies 

 
WEEK 3: Politics and philosophy: Plato 
 

*Plato, “The Apology of Socrates.” [ 
Plato, Republic, selections from books II-III: 368b–398b, 412a-417b. 
Plato, Republic, selections from book VII: 514a–521c. 
 
Monday, February 4: Philosophy, corrupter of youth? 
Wednesday, February 6: Truth, lies, and rulership 

 
WEEK 4: Nature, science, and politics: Hobbes, I 
 

Hobbes, Leviathan, chapters I–XVI (pp. 6–105) 
 
Monday, February 11: Images of power 
Wednesday, February 13: The science of human behavior 
 

WEEK 5: The sovereign state: Hobbes, II 
 

Hobbes, Leviathan, chapters XVII–XXII (pp. 106–155) 
Hobbes, Leviathan, chapters XXVI–XXX (pp. 173–233) 
 
Monday, February 18: Sovereigns and subjects  
Wednesday, February 20: Hobbesian legacies 
 
***FIRST PAPER DUE: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22*** 



 
 
WEEK 6: The right to private property: Locke, I  
 

Locke, “Second Treatise,” in Two Treatises of Government, pp. 267–349 (§§1–122). 
*** Be sure you read the SECOND Treatise, not the First! *** 
 
Monday, February 25: NO CLASS 
Wednesday, February 27: “All the world was America” 

 
WEEK 7: Consent and revolution: Locke, II 
 

Locke, “Second Treatise,” pp. 350–428 (§§123–243). 
 
Monday, March 4: Contract, Consent, and Political Authority 
Wednesday, March 6: Revolution and the “Appeal to Heaven” 

 
WEEK 8: Equality and corruption: Rousseau, I 
 

Rousseau, “Discourse on Inequality,” in Major Political Writings, pp. 41–117, and “Note 
IX,” pp. 127–133 (feel free to browse the other notes). 

 
Monday, March 11: Enlightenment and obscurity  
Wednesday, March 13: Nature and artifice 
 

WEEK 9: The general will: Rousseau, II 
 

Rousseau, “On the Social Contract,” books I–III (all) and book IV (chapters 1–2 and 8–9 
only): pp. 163–247, 263–72. 

 
Monday, March 18: Freedom and subordination 
Wednesday, March 20: The “general will” and democracy  

 
WEEK 10: Reactions to revolution: Burke 
 

Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, 3–77, 84–87, 144–152, 173–174, 
217–218. 

 
Monday, March 25: Political theory and the French Revolution 
Wednesday, March 27: The authority of tradition 
 
 
*** SECOND PAPER DUE: FRIDAY, MARCH 29 *** 

 
 
WEEK 11: SPRING BREAK  



 
WEEK 12: The emancipation of the individual: John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill 
 

John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, 1–112 
*Harriet Taylor Mill, “The Enfranchisement of Women,” 178–203. 

 
Monday, April 8: The meanings of individuality 
Wednesday, April 10: Liberty and subjection 

 
WEEK 13: The meaning of human emancipation: Marx, I 
 

*Marx, “On the Jewish Question,” part 1, 26–46. 
*Goldman, “The Tragedy of Women’s Emancipation” 

 
Monday, April 15: Marx before Marxism 
Wednesday, April 17: The trouble with “rights”  

 
WEEK 14: Emancipation and class struggle: Marx, II 
 

Marx, The Communist Manifesto, 193–204, 218–258. 
 

Monday, April 22: Capitalism and the class struggle 
Wednesday, April 24: The revolution and the state 

 
WEEK 15: Emancipation and double consciousness: DuBois 
 

DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk, 34–89, 133–147, 159–163, 172–194. 
 

Monday, April 29: “The problem of the color line” 
Wednesday, May 1: Education, leadership, and power 

 
WEEK 16: What is Freedom? 
 

*Arendt, “What is Freedom?” 
 
Monday, May 6: Political freedom beyond “free will” 
 
 
*** FINAL PAPER DUE DATE: THURSDAY, MAY 16, 11:30 AM *** 


